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ASBESTOS 
 

The possibility of asbestos in imported products is a continuing topic.  Asbestos has shown up in 
unlikely places, eg washers on nuts and bolts, which has led to unexpected questions when 
submitting information for Import Declarations.  A significant problem is that many countries consider 
goods to be “asbestos free” free if the asbestos content is below a basis figure.  To meet Australian 
requirements the supplier has to be able state the product has nil asbestos. 
 
When Customs are in doubt about the asbestos free status of a product, they can direct them to 
testing at a NATA approved laboratory at the importers expense.                       
 
 

FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS 

 
These agreements are becoming very complex and cover much more than the trade of goods to 
which import duties apply. 
 
Staying with the import and export of goods, the area of business we are all in, many products do not 
become duty free.  The rules for origin can also be complex.  The time and effort involved to obtain 
the information/documentation to claim reduced rates of duty can out-weigh the benefits. 
 
 

REGULATED AIR CARGO AGENT  -  RACA 
 
Stokes and Bell has been a RACA for a number of years.  The government has now changed the 
status of most RACAs to be AACAs  -  Accredited Air Cargo Agents.  As an AACA, previously RACA, 
we are entrusted with the handling of “secured” air cargo in a way that does not allow it to be 
tampered with.  The change to an ACCA modifies the chain of documents with respect to the safe 
handling of air cargo, but makes little difference to the exporter.  However, we are taking the 
opportunity to re-assess the document chain for air exports to ensure compliance. 
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This newsletter is published for the general information of this company’s clients and should not be relied 
upon as a substitute for detailed advice.  We do not accept responsibility for any possible errors or omissions. 
 

 
 

CALCULATION OF VALUE FOR DUTY  -  INSURANCE 
 
For many years, when calculating the value of imports for duty and GST it has been allowable to 
assume insurance is 0.25% of the value of the goods and to work with approximate freight costs.  In 
their wisdom, Customs (Australian Border Force) have decided more accuracy is needed.  Many of 
you have already been contacted by your broker with questions about actual insurance costs. 
 
Our brokers see this exercise as time consuming and somewhat pointless as a small adjustment to 
the insurance rate generally makes only a small change to duty and GST paid.  For large 
consignments accuracy of freight and insurance costs is more important. 

 
 

CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR CLOSURE 
 

Please note we have included our usual Questionnaire for you to advise when your company is shut 
over the holiday season, and who can be contacted if necessary.  
 

This year Christmas Day is a Sunday.  Deliveries on Friday 23
rd
 will be limited by warehouses closing 

early, or already closed.  Although we consider the 4 days from 24
th
 to 27

th
 December to be non-work 

days the terminal operators will probably designate only Christmas Day as a non-working day. In 
addition, Customs (Australian Border Force) and Quarantine generally take 3 days for Christmas so I 
expect they will be closed on both Monday 26

th
, Tuesday 27

th
 and Wednesday 28

th
 December.  

Fortunately the Customs computer keeps processing Import Declarations.  This combination of 
circumstances is likely to lead to port storage for some containers but we will aim to minimise costs. 
 
 
Please forward documents to us as early as possible for goods arriving around Christmas and New 
Year to give us the best opportunity to have your goods moved with minimum additional costs. 
 
If you have your goods held at our warehouse (or another warehouse) because you are unable to 
receive them during the holiday period, please ensure that you have them covered by your 
insurance.  Marine insurance policies normally cease once the goods reach and are held at a 
warehouse specified by the importer. 
 
Thank you to those companies which have already advised us about their holiday arrangements.   
 
 
 
 
 
Regards 
 
Anthony Stokes 


